Muon-electron production processes are examined in the ca~;e w!1c:re onP of electron-positron beams is longitudinally polarized. A special emphasis is put on the asymmetry in the angular d:istribution of mttr)n 
Since transverse polarizations are not vn ry u~eful for the purpose of exploring weak interactions, or parity vio1al \on, 7
it is desired to rotate .one or both of the beam polarizations into the 
and also I cOS e I ~ 1 and + O(m 2 ). The region of integral over y is restricteri by
1+}3
We thus obtain But, strong dampinr; of form factors will suppress two-body hadronic channc lr; so severely .that we would hardly worry about thi!> possib1lity. Becam;c or this reason we have proposed here to examine only the fe events rather than inclusive f (or e) prod;1ct1on.
• 0 0 ... . at x = 0. 5 and x = 0.05. The top two curves are those for x = 0.05 and the two bottom curves are those for x::.: 0.5.
The value of 8 is equal to 0° in the both caseso 0 0 '} u ~ 6 u j 2 7 7
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